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Contemporary house with a nostalgic touch

The modern classical house in New Delhi is one of Moi Den Interiors’ most exclusively designed
projects

ocated in Panchsheel Park, New Delhi, the newly designed home by Vandana Goyal, principal

designer & founder, Moi Den Interiors, is surrounded by sheer luxury, glamour and timeless

designs. This house is designed keeping in mind the client’s lifestyle, their sense of aesthetics,

culture and everyday practical needs, making sure the house reflects their personality. The client

brief requested for a modern classical look, which was achieved by incorporating a fusion of

modern and contemporary styles with an everlasting elegance of the old.
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Moi Den Interiors (https://www.instagram.com/moiden_interiors/) gave the expansive foyer a

triangular patterned flooring using white and black marble inlay. Use of semi precious stones like

the golden agate on the console further adds a touch of luxury to the foyer. Modern lively accents

complement the sleek gold tones displayed in this lavish space.

In the living room, the bespoke furniture, fabrics and drapery are designed keeping in mind a colour

combination of beige and brown tones with green being the accent colour. The use of metal gold
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leaf and curated paintings give the living room a luxurious and glamorous appearance.

The corner of the dining room has the most eye-catching unit, making it a favorite place in this

abode.

The shutter of the crockery unit features an etched mirror with a Tabriz pattern on the left. The

right side has been a Tabriz Pattern too but with the use of a specially customised, embossed

leather – making it a one-of-its-kind feature. Carefully selected materials combined with detailed

craftsmanship make the furniture collection timeless.
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A subdued colour palette works its magic at this serene Hyderabad home
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The initiative was started to battle COVID-19 with innovative design solutions that will soon be shared with

government officials      
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